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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an optimized delay diversity (ODD) scheme for fading intersymbol interference (ISI)
channels. We derive a cost function for optimization of the ODD transmit filters and we provide a steepest descent
algorithm for iterative calculation of the filter coefficients. In addition, an upper bound on the cost function is
derived and employed to prove the asymptotic optimality of the generalized DD (GDD) scheme in [1] for very high
signal–to–noise (SNR) ratios and transmit filters of maximum length. However, for SNRs of practical interest and
reasonable filter lengths the novel ODD scheme significantly outperforms GDD for both optimum and suboptimum
equalization.
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Introduction

Recently a number of space–time block coding schemes
has been proposed to improve the performance of
transmission over fading intersymbol interference (ISI)
channels, cf. e.g. [2], [3], [4]. Unfortunately, if these
schemes are used to upgrade existing systems from
single antenna transmission to transmit diversity (TD),
the burst structure has to be modified and the receiver
processing (channel estimation, equalization, etc.) has
to be changed significantly. A space–time trellis code
(STTC) designed originally for flat fading with two
transmit antennas was adopted in [5] for frequency–
selective fading. Since this particular STTC can be
interpreted as a data dependent delay diversity (DD)
scheme, the overall channel impulse response (CIR)
is similar to the single transmit antenna case, but
data dependent. This data dependence of the overall
CIR makes the design of low–complexity equalizers
difficult. In addition, since this STTC was designed for
the flat fading case, optimality in frequency–selective
channels cannot be guaranteed.
In this paper, we optimize simple DD for frequency–
selective fading channels. DD was first proposed in
[6] for flat fading channels, but has been recently
generalized to frequency–selective channels in [1]. DD
has the advantage that the overall channel can be
modeled as a single–input channel. Therefore, the same
channel estimation, channel tracking, and equalization
techniques as in the single transmit antenna case can be
used. Also, existing mobile communication systems can
be upgraded easily with DD, since the burst structure
does not have to be modified. In the generalized DD
(GDD) scheme in [1] transmit antenna nT , 1  nT 
This research was supported in part by the Canada Research Chair
(CRC) Program.

NT , delays the transmitted data stream by (nT 1)L
symbols, where NT and L are the number of transmit
antennas and the CIR length, respectively. In that way,
full TD is achieved, however, the resulting overall CIR
may be excessively long, which implies a high equalizer
complexity.
We further generalize DD for frequency–selective
channels and employ a finite impulse response (FIR)
filter of length N at each transmit antenna [6]. Based
on a Chernoff bound on the pairwise error probability
(PEP) for maximum–likelihood sequence estimation
(MLSE), we derive a cost function that is suitable for
optimization of the FIR filter coefficients. A closed–
form optimization does not seem to be feasible and we
devise a steepest descent (SD) type of algorithm for
filter search. Since we cannot guarantee that the SD
algorithm finds the global maximum of the cost function, we also derive an upper bound for the maximum
of the cost function. The bound allows us to show that
for very high signal–to–noise ratios (SNRs) the GDD
scheme in [1] is optimum in the sense that it maximizes
the proposed cost function. However, we also show
that for the realistic case of low–to–moderate SNRs our
optimized DD (ODD) scheme significantly outperforms
the GDD scheme in [1]. Our simulations show that the
performance advantage of ODD over GDD is preserved
if suboptimum equalization strategies such as delayed
decision–feedback sequence estimation (DFSE) [7] or
decision–feedback equalization (DFE) [8] are used.
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Preliminaries

2.1 Delay Diversity
A block diagram of the transmitter of a general delay
diversity scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The independent,

identically distributed (i.i.d.) transmit symbols b[k ℄ belong to some scalar symbol alphabet A such as phase–
shift keying (PSK) or quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) [9]. We assume the normalization Efjb[k ℄j2 g =
1 (Efg: statistical expectation). The transmitted signal
at antenna nT , 1  nT  NT , in time interval k ,
k 2 ZZ, is given by
r

ES
(1)
gn [k ℄  b[k ℄;
NT T
where  refers to discrete–time convolution and ES
is the average transmit energy. The FIR transmit filters have length N and the energy of their coefficients
gnT [ ℄, 0    N
1, is normalized to
PNT P
N 1 jg [ ℄j2 = N . The optimization of
T
nT =1  =0 nT
these filters will be discussed in Section 3. The GDD
scheme in [1] is obtained as a special case for N =
(NT 1)L + 1, and gnT [ ℄ = 1 for  = (nT 1)L
and gnT [ ℄ = 0 for  6= (nT 1)L, 1  nT  NT .
However, in the following, we will use the term GDD
for any DD scheme with gnT [ ℄ = 1 for  = (nT
1)L0 , where
1)L0 and gnT [ ℄ = 0 for  6= (nT
0  L0  L, 1  nT  NT . Note that L0 < L may be
desirable in a practical system for complexity reasons
(cf. Section 2.2).
snT [k ℄ =

ES
NT

g1 [k]

g2 [k]

g

NT

Fig. 1.

hh



with

h =4 [h11 [0℄ : : : h11[L

1℄℄T ;
(3)
where [℄T and [℄H denote transposition and Hermitian
transposition, respectively. The spatial correlation can
be attributed to insufficient antenna spacing, whereas
the temporal correlation is caused by transmit pulse
shaping and receive filtering. Although all our derivations are valid for the general case NR  1, for
all numerical and simulation results presented in this
paper, we consider the practically most important case
of one receive antenna. In addition, all CIRs corresponding to different antenna pairs have the same
average energy and identical statistical properties. For
simplicity, we assume that the spatial correlation between two CIRs is identical for all CIR coefficients
4
and define the spatial
correlation parameter  =
q
Efh1 [l℄h 1[l℄g= 2 1 [l℄21 [l℄, 0  l  L 1, where
1℄ h21 [0℄ : : : hNT NR [L

4

n2 T nR [l℄ = EfjhnT nR [l℄j2 g and () denotes complex
conjugation.
The received signal at antenna nR is given by
r

rnR [k ℄ =
s 2[k]

ES eq
h [k ℄  b[k ℄ + nnR [k ℄;
NT n R

(4)

where the equivalent CIR corresponding to receive
antenna nR is defined as

...

b[k]

s 1[k]

their NT NR L  NT NR L autocorrelation matrix (ACM)
is defined as
4
= Ef H g
(2)

[k]

s N [k]
T

Block diagram of transmitter for general delay diversity.

2.2 Channel Model
We assume NR receive antennas and that the coefficients hnT nR [l℄, 0  l  L 1, of the discrete–
time overall CIR between transmit antenna nT and
receive antenna nR are mutually correlated zero–mean
Gaussian random variables. Furthermore, in this paper,
we assume that the CIRs hnT nR [l℄ are constant within
one data burst but change independently from burst to
burst (block fading model). Note that the coefficients
of the discrete–time overall CIRs contain the combined
effects of transmit pulse shaping, multipath Rayleigh
fading, receive filtering, and sampling. In this paper, for
all numerical and simulation results presented we adopt
the GSM/EDGE system parameters, i.e., we assume
a linearized Gaussian minimum–shift keying (GMSK)
transmit pulse [10], the typical urban area (TU) and
equalizer test (EQ) power delay profiles [11], and a
square–root raised cosine receive filter with a roll–off
factor of 0:3, which is near optimum [12]. The CIR
coefficients are spatially and temporally correlated, and

4

heq
nR [k ℄ =

NT
X
nT =1

hnT nR [k ℄  gnT [k ℄:

(5)

nnR [k ℄ is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
process at receive antenna nR and has variance n2 =
N0 , where N0 denotes the single–sided power spectral
density of the underlying continuous–time passband
noise process.
From Eq. (4) we observe that for delay TD an
equivalent single–input multiple–output (SIMO) system
with CIRs heq
nR [k ℄, 1  nR  NR , exists. Therefore,
the same channel estimation [13], channel tracking [14],
and channel equalization [15], [12] techniques as in the
single transmit antenna case can be used. However, the
equivalent CIRs have length Leq = L + N 1 and
in order to minimize receiver complexity, N should
be chosen as small as possible. For example, the
complexity of MLSE grows exponentially with Leq
[16]. In addition, for a given training sequence length
the quality of the channel estimates decreases with
increasing Leq [13]. If N is chosen small enough so that
Leq does not exceed the maximum CIR length that can
be tolerated by currently used receivers, existing single
transmit antenna wireless systems can be upgraded to
DD without changing the receiver at all.
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Optimized Delay Diversity

bounded as

Based on a Chernoff upper bound on the PEP for
optimum MLSE, we first derive a cost function that
is suitable for optimization of the FIR transmit filter
coefficients. Then we pose the optimization problem to
be solved and show that a closed–form optimization
is not possible. Therefore, we derive an SD type of
algorithm which can be used for filter search.

3.1 Cost Function
Let us first assume transmission of a block of K
symbols b[k ℄, 0  k  K 1. For antenna nR the
4
vector nR = [rnR [0℄ rnR [1℄ : : : rnR [K + Leq 1℄℄T
of received signal samples is given by

r

r nR =

r

ES
NT

BGhnR + nnR ;

(6)

4

h
n

where the definitions nR = [h1nR [0℄ h1nR [1℄ : : :
4
1℄℄T and nR = [nnR [0℄ nnR [1℄ : : :
hNT nR [L
nnR [K + Leq 1℄℄T are used. The (K + Leq 1) 
Leq data matrix
contains the vector [b[k ℄ b[k
1℄ : : : b[k (Leq 1)℄℄ in row k , 0  k  K + Leq 2
(b[k ℄ = 0 for k < 0 and k  K ). The Leq  LNT filter
is defined as
matrix

B

G

G
GnT
gnT

4

G1 G2 : : : GNT ℄;
0
gnT 0   
B
B 0
gnT . . .
B

= [

4
= B
B
B
B
B


4

(7)
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g nT

= [gnT [0℄ gnT [1℄ : : : gnT [N

C
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C
C
C;
C
C
C
A

r=

ES
( NR
NT

I

BG)h + n;

(10)

4
4
where the definitions = [ T1 T2 : : : TNR ℄T and =
[ T1 T2 : : : TNR ℄T are used. X denotes the X  X
identity matrix and is the Kronecker product [17].
In the following, we assume that a sequence b [℄ 2
AK is transmitted but a different sequence b [℄ 2
AK is detected. The corresponding data matrices are
and
(
6= ), respectively.
denoted by
Using Eq. (10) and similar techniques as in [18], it
can be shown that the PEP for MLSE can be upper

n n

n

r r r
I

B

B B

r

B

n

q=1

r

ES
( NR
NT
r
ES
( NR
NT

I

B G)hjj2 >

I

B G)hjj2

1
;
1 + q ( )ES =(4NT N0 )

Z

o

(11)

where Prfg and jj  jj2 denote the probability of the
event in brackets and the L2 norm, respectively. In this
paper, q ( ) denotes the eigenvalues of matrix
,
which are assumed to be real–valued and ordered as
1 ( )  2 ( )  : : : . In Eq. (11), the (K + Leq
1)NR  (K + Leq 1)NR matrix
is given by

X

X

X

X

Z =4 (I NR B j G)(I NR

Z
B j G)H ;

(12)

where the difference sequence matrix is defined as
4
. Note that
has at most Leq NR
j =
non–zero eigenvalues. From Eqs. (11) and (12) it can
be observed that the maximum possible diversity order
LNT NR can be achieved only if the CIR ACM
has full rank and if the FIR filter length is chosen as
proposed in [1], i.e., N = (NT 1)L + 1. On the other
hand, in practice N < (NT 1)L +1 might be desirable
for complexity reasons and it is not clear if the specific
in [1] minimizes the upper bound on the
choice of
PEP.
In order to minimize the upper bound in Eq. (11),
we have to maximize the cost function

B

B

B

Z



G

gB

1℄℄T : (9)

Leq
NR
Y



d( ;
(8)

jjr

= Pr

jjr

1

Now, we stack the received vectors of different antennas
into one vector and obtain
r

Pe

n

j

4
)=


Leq
NR 
Y
ES
1+
q ( ) ;
4NT N0
q=1

Z

(13)

where the FIR coefficient vector of length N NT is de4
fined as = [ T1 T1 : : : TNT ℄T . In order to minimize
j
the maximum PEP, we first find the optimum opt for
all possible difference matrices
j . For the sake of
mathematical tractability we assume that the dominant
error event is independent of . In this case, the overall
optimum vector opt is the one that is associated with
that difference matrix
0 j 0 which yields minimum
j ;
d( opt
)
,
since
the
sequences b 0 [℄ and b 0 [℄
j
correspond to the dominant error event.
We could reduce the complexity of the optimization
problem significantly if we knew in advance, which
error event is dominant. On the other hand, since it
is well known that, in general, for frequency–selective
fading channels the performance of MLSE can be
tightly approximated by the matched–filter bound [19],
it seems to be reasonable to assume that for most channels the dominant error event corresponds to sequences
that differ only by the minimum Euclidean distance. For
those sequences b [k ℄ = b [k ℄, 0  k  K 1, k 6= k0 ,
and jb [k0 ℄ b [k0 ℄j2 = d2min , where d2min denotes the
squared minimum Euclidean distance of the adopted

g g g

g

B

g

g

B

g

B

g

signal constellation A. With this assumption, Eq. (13)
can be simplified to

Leq
NR
Y
1 + q ( NR
d( ) =
q=1
= det Leq NR + ( NR

I
I

g

I


)H

G)(I NR G
G)(I NR G)H  ;

3.3 Steepest Descent (SD) Algorithm
Since we have a closed–form expression for the gradient vector d( )=(  ), an SD algorithm for maximization of J ( ) can be obtained. If we denote the
number of iterations by i, i 2 f0; 1; : : :g, the SD
algorithm is given by

g
g

g0 [i + 1℄ = g[i℄ + 0 d g(g[[ii℄℄)

(14)

4

where the effective SNR
is defined as
=
d2min ES =(4NT N0 ) and det() denotes the determinant
of a matrix. Although the optimization procedure proposed in the following sections can be easily extended
to the more general cost function d( ;
j ), for complexity reasons and practical importance we restrict our
attention to the simpler cost function d( ) in Eq. (14),
which does not depend on the specific signal constellation A used, but only on the minimum Euclidean
distance dmin of that constellation. Note that unlike
most other papers on TD design, cf. e.g. [18], [20],
[21], [22], we do not make the high SNR assumption
(  1) in Eq. (14). We will show that ODD filters
designed for  1 do not perform well at SNRs of
practical interest.

gB
g

3.2 Optimization Problem
The optimum filter coefficients are obtained by maximizing the cost function d( ) subject to the energy
constraint H = NT . In an attempt to arrive at a
closed–form solution we may define the Lagrange cost
function [17]

g

g g

4
J ( ) = d( ) + 0  ( H

g

g

g g

NT );

(15)

where 0 denotes the Lagrange multiplier. In order
to find the optimum coefficient vector opt , we have
to differentiate J ( ) with respect to  . The gradient
vector of d( ) is given by [23]

g

g

g
g
g

g

g

g



g

g

H

d( )
d( )
d( ) d( )
(16)
=
:::
 
g1 [0℄ g1 [1℄
gNT [N 1℄

d( )
H
= d( )  tr ( Leq NR +   ) 1
gnT [ ℄

  nT   H (17)

g

I

GG
E G

where tr() denotes the trace of a matrix and the bar
4
over a matrix
means  = NR
. The elements
of the Leq  LNT matrix nT  are 1 at those positions
where matrix has entries gnT [ ℄ (cf. Eq. (8)) and zero
otherwise.
Eqs. (16) and (17) show that the system of equations
that has to be solved for direct maximization of J ( ) is
highly nonlinear in . Consequently, it seems to be not
possible to find a closed–form solution for the optimum
vector opt . Therefore, in the next section, we derive
an SD algorithm [24] to maximize J ( ) recursively.

X I
E

X
G

X

g

g

g

g

g

(18)

s

g[i + 1℄ = gH [i + N1℄Tg [i + 1℄ g0[i + 1℄;
0
0

(19)

where 0 is a small positive adaptation constant. The
ODD filter coefficients used in Sections 4 and 5 were
obtained with 0 = 0:01. Eq. (19) ensures that the
constraint in Eq. (15) is fulfilled. Unfortunately, the
cost function J ( ) has local maxima. Therefore, a
careful initialization of the SD algorithm is important
for finding the global maximum or at least a large
local maximum of J ( ). Since we use the simple GDD
scheme as a benchmark for the proposed ODD scheme,
for the sake of comparison we will restrict our attention
1)L0 + 1, 0  L0  L,
to the case N = (NT
and initialize [i℄ with the corresponding GDD filter
coefficients, cf. Section 2.1. Extensive simulations have
shown that this is a good choice. Indeed, testing a
variety of different channels, we could not find an
example where another (randomly chosen) initialization
would lead to a coefficient vector that yielded a larger
value of the respective cost function than the coefficient
vector obtained with the GDD initialization.
We note that using a similar method as in [23] it
is possible to derive a closed–form expression for the
gradient of d( ;
j ) defined in Eq. (13). Therefore,
also in this case, filter optimization can be performed
using an SD algorithm.

g

g

g

g

gB
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Performance Comparison

Since we cannot guarantee that the FIR filter coefficients found with the SD algorithm proposed in
the last section correspond to the global (constrained)
maximum of the cost function d( ), in this section
we derive an upper bound for d( opt ). The maximum
of the cost function for the filter coefficients found
by our search can then be compared with this upper
bound. We show that under certain conditions GDD
is indeed optimum, i.e., the GDD filter coefficients
achieve the upper bound. However, in most cases of
practical interest, the ODD filter coefficients yield a
significantly better performance.

g

g

4.1 Upper Bound on d(g )

g
G

The main difficulty in finding the maximum of d( )
is the special structure of matrix  . Therefore, in
the following, we consider unstructured matrices 
for maximization of the cost function. The resulting

G

maximum is only an upper bound for the maximum
achievable with structured matrices  and the corresponding optimum matrix  opt , in general, does not
correspond to realizable FIR transmit filters. Using this
approach, we show in the full paper [23] that d( ) can
be upper bounded as
Q Q

Y
LNT NR
q ( )
d( opt ) 
Q
q=1
!Q
Q
X
1
1
1+
; (20)
LNT NR q=1 q ( )

G

G

g

g





where Q is the maximum integer 1  Q  Leq NR that
2 (
2 
satisfies Q
opt ) > 0 with Q ( opt ) given by

G

G

2 
Q
( opt ) =

G

!
Q
1
1X 1
LNT NR +
Q
i=1 i ( )
1
(21)
:
Q ( )





Regarding the upper bound in Eq. (20), we make the
following interesting observations.
are larger
a) If all eigenvalues of the CIR ACM
than zero, for high SNRs (  1) Q = Leq NR
is valid, cf. Eq. (21). Therefore, the right hand
side of Eq. (20) is approximately proportional
to Leq NR , which suggests that exploiting the
maximum available diversity order Leq NR is the
optimum strategy for high SNRs.
b) If not all eigenvalues of matrix
are identical, which will be the case for most practical frequency–selective channels, for small–to–
medium SNRs it can be inferred from Eq. (21) that
Q < Leq NR is optimum. This suggests that under
these circumstances FIR transmit filters that do not
exploit the maximum available diversity order may
be preferable.
Considering the above discussion, the right hand side
of Eq. (20) suggests that FIR transmit filters that are
optimum for high SNRs may be suboptimum for SNRs
of practical interest. This is supported by the numerical
and simulation results presented in Sections 4.3 and 5,
respectively.





4.2 Special Case: N
LNT NR  1

= (NT

1)L + 1

and

If we assume GDD with N = (NT
1)L + 1, we
obtain from Eq. (7) = LNT . Consequently, Eq. (14)
). Thus, assuming
yields d( ) = det( LNT NR +
q ( ) > 0, 1  q  LNT NR , and a large enough
SNR to assure LNT NR  1, we obtain
LNY
T NR
d( ) =
(1 + q ( ))
q=1
LNY
T NR
 LNT NR q ( ) = LNT NR det( ) (22)
q=1

g



g

G I
I









On the other hand, making the same assumptions, from
Eq. (21) Q = LNT NR results. Therefore, we obtain for
the upper bound in Eq. (20)




tr( 1 )
d( opt )  LNT NR 1 +
LNT NR
< LNT NR
det( ):


g

LNT NR

 det();



(23)

Obviously GDD as proposed in [1] achieves the upper
bound for d( ) for high SNRs. Therefore, in the
considered special case GDD is indeed optimum with
respect to the optimization criterion adopted in this
paper. This result holds for arbitrary (non–singular)
correlation matrices , i.e., for arbitrary spatial and
temporal correlation of the CIR coefficients. Note that
the asymptotic optimality of GDD was not proved in
[1].
On the other hand, as long as not all eigenvalues of
are equal, for small–to–moderate SNRs Q < LNT NR
is valid and GDD is no longer optimum.

g





4.3 Example for N < (NT

1)L + 1

In this section, we compare GDD and ODD for NR =
1 receive antenna, NT = 2 transmit antennas with a
spatial correlation of 12 = 0:5, and the EQ profile
4
with L = 7. Our comparison is based on Pd = 1=d( )
instead of d( ) itself, since Pd is related to the PEP for
MLSE, cf. Eqs. (11)–(14). The upper bound on d( ) in
Eq. (20) corresponds to a lower bound on Pd .
Fig. 2 shows Pd vs. 10 log10 ( ) for GDD and ODD
with N = 3, respectively. For ODD the FIR transmit
filters were optimized for each –value that is marked
by a ”Æ” using the SD algorithm described in Section
3.3. Also shown in Fig. 2 is the lower bound on Pd .
Obviously, ODD significantly outperforms GDD, e.g. at
Pd = 10 3 the performance gain of ODD over GDD is
2:2 dB, whereas the remaining gap to the lower bound
is 1:5 dB. In order to better understand why ODD
achieves large gains for low–to–moderate SNRs, the
optimized FIR filter coefficients for different values of
are shown in Table I. Although the ODD FIR filters
change with increasing , for 3 dB  10 log10 ( )  7
dB, the filters for both transmit antennas are identical.
It is easy to show that this means that unlike GDD the
optimized TD scheme has only a diversity order of 7
and does not exploit the maximum possible diversity
order of Leq = 9. Interestingly, for calculation of the
lower bound we also obtained Q = 7 in Eq. (20)
for that range of . For 10 log10 ( ) > 7 dB the two
ODD transmit filters are different and ODD makes use
of the full available diversity of the channel. From
Table I we also observe that for 10 log10 ( ) = 47
dB the ODD FIR filter coefficients are practically
identical to the GDD coefficients. This example clearly
shows that, in contrast to the frequency–nonselective
case [18], [20], for frequency–selective channels and
SNRs of practical interest diversity order should not

g

g

g

TABLE I

be the primary TD design criterion. The reason for
this difference is the inherent frequency diversity of
frequency–selective channels.
In Fig. 3a) and b), Pd vs. N is depicted for
10 log10 ( ) = 7 dB and 10 log10 ( ) = 47 dB, respectively. For 10 log10 ( ) = 47 dB the performance of
GDD is identical to that of ODD for N  3 and for
N  5 GDD achieves the lower bound. On the other
hand, for the practically relevant case of 10 log10 ( ) =
7 dB ODD achieves considerable gains over GDD.
Note that increasing the FIR filter length N does not
necessarily improve the performance of GDD. In fact,
for GDD and 10 log10 ( ) = 7 dB N = 1 is optimum
and outperforms GDD with N = L + 1 = 8.1 Fig. 3a)
also shows that even if transmit filters of maximum
length N = L + 1 = 8 are used, the GDD scheme in
[1] is not optimum for finite SNRs.

ODD FIR TRANSMIT FILTER COEFFICIENTS FOR EQ PROFILE
WITH L = 7 AND

12
10 log10 ( )
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1
3
5
7
9

17
27
37

bound
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−1

47
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5
N =2
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10

T

N=3
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−2

0

2

4

6

8

10 log ( γ ) [dB]
10

Fig. 2. Pd vs. 10 log10 ( ) for EQ profile with L = 7 and NT = 2
transmit antennas with 12 = 0:5. ODD is compared with GDD and
the derived bound.
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Fig. 3. Pd vs. N for a) 10 log10 ( ) = 7 dB, and b) 10 log10 ( ) =
dB. The EQ profile with L = 7 and NT = 2 transmit antennas
with 12 = 0:5 is adopted. ODD is compared with GDD and the
derived bound.

47

1 Note

= 2 TRANSMIT ANTENNAS WITH

nT
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

N

= 3 IS VALID .

gnT [0℄

0.4501
0.4501
0.4256
0.4256
0.1713
0.1713
-0.0036
-0.0036
-0.1031
-0.1031
-0.1704
-0.1704
0.0085
-0.4999
0.8236
0.8972
0.9503
0.6238
0.9470
0.5960
0.9904
-0.1037

gnT [1℄

0.7712
0.7712
0.7986
0.7986
0.7770
0.7770
0.7053
0.7053
0.6499
0.6499
0.6063
0.6063
0.5525
0.3504
-0.1176
0.0409
-0.1245
-0.0513
-0.1566
-0.0535
-0.0914
-0.0914

gnT [2℄

0.4501
0.4501
0.4256
0.4256
0.6057
0.6057
0.7089
0.7089
0.7530
0.7530
0.7767
0.7767
0.8335
0.7921
-0.5548
0.4396
-0.2854
0.7799
-0.2041
0.8012
-0.1037
0.9904

Simulation Results

In this section, we present some simulation results
for GDD and ODD. We only consider the practically
most important case of NR = 1 receive antenna. For
equalization we adopt the same schemes as commonly
used in the single transmit antenna case, i.e., we employ
MLSE with Viterbi decoding [16], DFSE [7], [12], and
DFE [8]. We assume perfect knowledge of the CIR
at the receiver, and for ODD we also assume perfect
knowledge of the CIR ACM at the transmitter. The
ODD FIR filters are designed for a certain target Eb =N0
ratio, i.e., they are not optimized for each SNR value.
We use the channel model described in Section 2.2 and
for each BER curve at least 10000 CIRs have been
randomly generated in accordance with the respective
power delay profile. In order to closely approximate
the GSM and EDGE system parameters, respectively,
we adopt binary PSK (BPSK) and 8–ary PSK (8PSK)
modulation in the following.

5.1 BPSK Transmission
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[dB]

NT

= 0:5 .

that N = L + 1 = 8 is the value proposed in [1].

In Fig. 4, we consider the EQ channel (L = 7)
and NT = 2 transmit antennas with 12 = 0:5.
We show the performance of ODD and GDD with
N = 3, respectively. The ODD FIR filters were optimized for 10 log10 (Eb =N0 ) = 10 dB (corresponding to
10 log10 ( ) = 7 dB). The same filters were used for all
simulation points and their coefficients can be found in
Table I. Obviously, ODD outperforms GDD for all considered equalization schemes. For 10 log10 (Eb =N0 ) 
10 dB, ODD gains approximately 1:4 dB, 1:4 dB, and
0:9 dB for MLSE, DFSE with S = 4 states, and DFE,
respectively. We observe that the gain expected for

In Fig. 5, the TU channel (L = 5) and NT = 3
transmit antennas with spatial correlations 12 = 23 =
0:5 and 13 = 0:2 are assumed. Again, the ODD FIR
filters optimized for 10 log10 (Eb =N0 ) = 10 dB are used
for all considered Eb =N0 ratios. Similar observations
as in Fig. 4 can be made. In particular, for Eb =N0
ratios around 10 dB the performance gain of ODD over
GDD is approximately 0:95 dB, 0:8 dB, and 0:8 dB for
MLSE, DFSE with S = 4 states, and DFE, respectively.
For comparison also the performance of single antenna
transmission (NT = 1) with MLSE is shown. Both
GDD and ODD yield large performance gains over the
single antenna scheme, especially at high SNRs.
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BER of BPSK vs. 10 log 10 (Eb =N0 ) for EQ profile with
and NT = 2 transmit antennas with 12 = 0:5. Simulation
results for ODD (optimized for 10 log 10 (Eb =N0 ) = 10 dB) and
GDD (both with N = 3) are shown for MLSE, DFSE with S = 4
states, and DFE. For comparison also GDD with N = 8 and MLSE
is included.
Fig. 4.
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MLSE is also retained for suboptimum low–complexity
equalization schemes. In addition, it is interesting to
note that ODD also outperforms GDD for Eb =N0 ratios
different from the target value of 10 dB. From Fig. 3b)
we know however that GDD is optimum for very high
SNRs. This shows again that a TD design based on
the assumption ! 1 is not advisable for frequency–
selective channels. For comparison in Fig. 4 also the
performance of GDD with N = L + 1 = 8 as proposed
in [1] is depicted. For 10 log10 (Eb =N0 ) > 8 dB GDD
with N = 8 outperforms GDD with N = 3, but
has a worse performance than ODD with N = 3.
Note that the Viterbi algorithm for N = 8 requires
S = 213 = 8192 states, whereas for N = 3 only
S = 28 = 256 states are necessary.
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5.2 8PSK Transmission
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Finally, in Fig. 6, we consider the performance of 8PSK
for the EQ channel (L = 7) and NT = 3 transmit
antennas with 12 = 13 = 23 = 0:5. Again N = 3
is adopted and the ODD FIR filters were optimized
for 10 log10 (Eb =N0 ) = 16 dB. Since MLSE would
require S = 88 = 16777216 states, we only show
the results for suboptimum equalization schemes. For
Eb =N0 ratios around 16 dB the performance gain of
ODD over GDD is approximately 2.5 dB and 1.9 dB
for DFSE with S = 64 states and DFE, respectively. For
comparison also the performance for a single transmit
antenna and DFSE with S = 64 states is depicted in
Fig. 6. Interestingly, in the considered SNR range the
scheme with NT = 1 has a better performance than
GDD with NT = 3 transmit antennas. In addition, for
10 dB  10 log10 (Eb =N0 )  17 dB the BER curves for
NT = 1 and GDD and ODD with NT = 3, respectively,
are practically parallel. This clearly shows that for this
example and SNRs of practical interest diversity order
is not important.
Further simulations not presented here have shown
that the performance gain achieved by ODD is usually
large for strong spatial correlations and large inherent
frequency diversity of the channel.

b

Fig. 5. BER of BPSK vs. 10 log10 (E =N0 ) for TU profile with L =
5 and N = 3 transmit antennas with 12 = 23 = 0:5 and 13 =
0:2. Simulation results for ODD (optimized for 10 log10 (E =N0 ) =
10 dB) and GDD (both with N = 3) are shown for MLSE, DFSE
with S = 4 states, and DFE. For comparison also the performance
for N = 1 and MLSE is included.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown that DD is an attractive
TD technique since the same receivers as for single
antenna transmission can be adopted, and therefore,
existing systems such as GSM and EDGE can be
easily upgraded. In particular, based on the PEP of
MLSE we have derived a cost function for optimization
of the DD FIR transmit filters. Since a closed–form
maximization of this cost function seems to be not
tractable, we have provided an SD algorithm for filter
optimization. Based on an upper bound on the cost
function, we have proved that the GDD scheme in
[1] is optimum for very high SNRs and FIR filters
of maximum length. However, for SNRs of practical
interest and reasonable FIR filter lengths, the proposed
ODD scheme yields significant performance gains over
GDD. Fortunately, these performance gains cannot only
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Fig. 6. BER of 8PSK vs. 10 log10 (Eb =N0 ) for EQ profile with L =
7 and NT = 3 transmit antennas with 12 = 13 = 23 = 0:5.
Simulation results for ODD (optimized for 10 log10 (Eb =N0 ) = 16
dB) and GDD (both with N = 3) are shown for DFSE with S = 64
states and DFE. For comparison also the performance for NT = 1
and DFSE with S = 64 states is included.

be observed for optimum MLSE but are also preserved
for good suboptimum equalization schemes such as
DFSE and DFE.
Finally, our investigations have shown that for TD
design for frequency–selective channels and relevant
SNR values the diversity order is not the most important parameter. Therefore, unlike the frequency–
nonselective case [18], for frequency–selective channels
TD schemes optimized for high SNRs may perform
poorly for low to moderate SNRs.
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